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� Brass piston membrane pump, with a capacity of 120 litres/minute
� 100 litre clean water tank 10 litre hand washing tank
� Two adjustable venturi injectors for a high mixing capacity
� Easy-to-clean suction filter and self-cleaning pressure filter - -
� Electrically operated valves and pressure regulator
� 2 x 8 air outlets with twin anti-drip nozzle holders and nozzles of choice
� Double wide-angle power take-off
� Low-noise, two-speed disengageable radial fan with a 0 position.
� Nozzles and air outlets can be adjusted in height and angle -
� Possibility to rotate the air outlets to the front and back Fully galvanized frame
� Axle that can be adjusted in width and position and an adjustable tow bar
� Height of 3 meters
� Road lights and slow moving vehicle sign

Hol Spray Systems puts technology at
the forefront, providing growers with high
efficiency machines that place product
where it needs to be. The low-noise radial
two-speed fan is positioned to ensure that
it continually draws in clean air. The unique
distribution system distributes the air
output equally to the left and right. The
overcapacity of the fan makes it possible
to operate with a slower PTO speed,
enabling you to “gear up and throttle
down”, reducing fuel consumption and
noise.  Excellent coverage can be obtained
with varying water rates giving you custom
control and flexibility based on the spray
being used.

Sprayers are available in 1000, 1500,
and 2000 Litre tanks with an over the row
option coming soon.
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Extra set of valves,  enabling you to shut off the top
nozzles separately - perfect for young trees.

Second spray line enabling you to switch rapidly between
hollow cone nozzles and venturi air induction nozzles.

Electric air adjustment of cowlings improves liquid deposition
and reduces drift.
Available in two versions:

� left/right together  • left/right separately

A unique solution for spraying into the heart of the
tree, helping provide better control of hard to kill

pests such as Wooly Apple Aphid.

The hydraulic axle can be adjusted up to 30 cm. This helps with not
only stability but with offsetting the issue of compaction across a
larger area.

Spray operation via touch-screen and built-in recording monitor:
· Constant check of the spray pattern - a clogged nozzle is

visible within one minute
· Exact forward speed
· Simple final check by requesting the sprayed litres and

treated hectares.
· Digital tank measurement - prevents overfilling tank, and

promotes better time management when re-filling tank
· Digital pressure measurement
· Automated wind monitoring/compensation system available


